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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a possibility that the temperature anisotropy of cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) is dominantly generated by the primordial fluctuations of QCD-
axion like particles under a circumstance that inflaton’s perturbation is too small to explain
the CMB anisotropy. Since the axion potential is generated by acquiring its energy from
radiation, the primordial fluctuations of the axion field generated in the inflation era are cor-
related with the CMB anisotropies. Consequently, the observations stringently constrain a
model of the axion and the early universe scenario. The following conditions must be satisfied:
(i) sufficient amplitudes of the CMB anisotropy (ii) consistency with the axion isocurvature
constraint and (iii) the non-Gaussianity constraint. To satisfy these conditions, a large energy
fraction ΩA of the axion is necessary at the QCD scale when the axion-potential is generated,
but simultaneously, it must become tiny at the present era due to the isocurvature constraint.
Thus an additional scenario of the early universe, such as low scale thermal inflation, is in-
evitable to dilute the axions after the QCD scale. We investigate such a model and obtain
its allowed parameter region.
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1 Introduction
Thanks to the development of observational cosmology, we have obtained a lot of information
to constrain models of particle physics beyond the standard model (BSM). In particular, the
observations of the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) are one of the
most fascinating since they are generated at a very high energy scale and possibly related
to the BSM. The current observational data such as Planck 2018 [1, 2, 3] tells us that the
temperature fluctuation is almost scale invariant and adiabatic, which favors inflation models
based on a single scalar field. In particular, inflation models in which the Standard Model
(SM) Higgs plays a role of an inflaton have been attracting much attention due to its simplicity
and phenomenological richness [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
On the other hand, many of BSMs predict multiple light scalar fields, which may generate
isocurvature perturbations. A common example is the QCD axion [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20] whose Peccei-Quinn symmetry is already broken before the primordial inflation. If the
scale of inflation is above the QCD scale, axion is massless and its fluctuation grows during
inflation. As the universe cools down to the QCD scale, the axion acquires non-zero energy
from coherent configurations of gluons through non-perturbative effects, and the density
fluctuations of both the axion and the radiation are generated. In the ordinary early universe
scenario of the QCD axion [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], the resultant CMB fluctuation has
large isocurvature component and its magnitude is stringently constrained by Planck 2018
[2].
Although CMB observations rule out purely isocurvature perturbations, we can consider a
possibility that such a primordial isocurvature fluctuation is somehow converted to adiabatic
one at the early universe. A well known example is the curvaton scenario [29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] where the conversion occurs by the decay of curvaton into radiation.
Generally speaking, such conversion mechanisms generate strong non-Gaussianity even if the
primordial fluctuation is Gaussian due to the mechanism itself as well as anharmonicity of
the axion potential, and we can constrain various models by non-Gaussianity.
In this paper, we consider a possibility that the CMB anisotropy is dominantly generated
by the primordial perturbation of a “QCD-axion like particle”. Here, by a QCD-axion like
particle, we mean a general class of particles which are (nearly) massless during the inflation
and obtain its potential at a relatively low energy scale, e.g., QCD scale, in the thermal
history of the universe. Throughout this paper, we simply call such a field axion and denote
the temperature at which its potential is produced by TA. For the QCD axion, TA is given by
TQCD. In order to realize such a scenario, we need the following conditions for the evolution
of the axion field. First, a large amount of axions at T = TA is necessary to suppress non-
Gaussianity. Second, axions must be largely diluted until present in order to satisfy the
isocurvature constraint. In addition, to explain the observed CMB anisotropy, we have a
relation between the axion abundance at TA and H/fAθ, where H is the Hubble constant
of the primordial inflation and θ is the misalignment angle. These conditions cannot be
simultaneously satisfied in the standard scenario of QCD axions, but if thermal inflation
[40, 41, 42, 43] occurs after the QCD temperature, we can construct a model to satisfy them.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first give a brief introduction to
non-linear curvature perturbations for fixing notations. Then in section 3, we investigate a
possibility of the scenario of generating CMB anisotropy from axion fluctuations. In partic-
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ular, we focus on non-Gaussianity and isocurvature perturbations, and their observational
constraints on model parameters. Finally in section 4, we investigate a few models. The
QCD axion in the standard model cannot satisfy the observational constraints. On the other
hand, if thermal inflation occurs after QCD transition, there is an allowed region in the model
parameters. We also comment on a classically conformal B-L model as an explicit model in
which the electroweak (EW) symmetry is supercooled and thermal inflation naturally occurs
around the QCD scale. In Appendix A, we briefly summarize how the curvature perturba-
tions are related to the CMB observables. In Appendix B, we take effects of gradual energy
transfer in the calculations of density perturbations, which turns out to give small corrections
to the instantaneous approximations discussed in the body of the paper. In Appendix C, we
discuss how the curvature perturbations at the QCD transition are converted to the present
curvature perturbations. In Appendix D, we calculate isocurvature non-Gaussianity.
2 Preliminaries
We first summarize basic notions of the non-linear generalizations of curvature perturbations
[35, 44]. We then summarize observational constraints from the non-Gaussianity and the
isocurvature fluctuations in Planck 2018 [2, 3]. See [45, 46, 47, 48] for more details about the
cosmological perturbations.
2.1 Non-linear curvature perturbations
In discussing the large scale metric fluctuations (i.e. separate universe hypothesis [49, 50,
51]) around a spatially homogeneous and isotropic background, the Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-time, the relevant part of the perturbed metric is given
by
gµνdx
µdxν = −λ2(x, t)dt2 + a2(x, t)δijdxidxj (1)
where a(x, t) = a(t)eψ(x,t) is the scale factor of each separate universe labeled by the “spatial
coordinate” x. Background quantities are denoted with bars such as a(t) or ρ(t). λ(x, t)
is the lapse function which allows us to reparametrize the time coordinate of each separate
universe. The shift vectors can be dropped as far as we focus on scalar perturbations in the
long wave length limit.
With N(t) := ln a(t), we can define the local e-folding number as
N(x, t) = N(t) + ψ(x, t), (2)
from which the local expansion rate is given by
H(x, t) =
1
λ(x, t)
d ln a(x, t)
dt
=
N˙(t) + ψ˙(x, t)
λ(x, t)
, (3)
where the dot denotes a t-derivative. From the Einstein-Hilbert action, the Hamiltonian
constraint gives H2(x, t) = ρ(x, t)/3m2Pl in the superhorizon limit, where ρ(x, t) is the total
energy density and mPl is the reduced Planck mass.
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One of the important quantities in the cosmological perturbation theory is the uniform
density curvature perturbation ζ, and given non-linearly in terms of the density fluctuations
as
−ζ = ψ + 1
3
∫ ρ(x,t)
ρ¯(t)
dρ′
ρ′ + P
, (4)
at each separate universe x at time t. Here, P (x, t) is the total pressure. Note that one has
−ζ = ψ on a uniform density slice, i.e. for δρ = ρ(x, t) − ρ(t) = 0. At the linear order, this
becomes the well-known gauge-invariant expression of the curvature perturbation,
−ζ(1) = ψ(1) + δρ
3(ρ+ P )
= ψ(1) −Hδρ
ρ˙
(5)
where we have used the energy conservation law, ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ P ) = 0, in the second equality.
Here H = N˙ and the superscript (1) denotes the linear order. ζ is gauge invariant, but note
that it is not conserved even on the superhorizon scale unless the total energy density and
pressure satisfies a barotropic equation of state (EOS) with P = P (ρ). Thus if the energy
density consists of e.g., both matter and radiation, ζ is not conserved.
For a perfect fluid X with a barotropic EOS, PX = ωXρX , which is energetically isolated
from the rest of matter and radiation, we can similarly define the uniform X-density curvature
perturbation as
−ζX = ψ + 1
3
∫ ρX
ρ¯X
dr
r + PX(r)
= ψ +
ln(ρX/ρ¯X)
3(1 + wX)
. (6)
Here we have assumed that wX is constant. This quantity is not only gauge invariant, but
also time-independent on the super-horizon scale.1 The equation (6) can be rewritten as
ρX(x, t) = ρ¯X(t) e
−3(1+wX)(ζX(x,t)+ψ(x,t)) (8)
which is often used in the following. At the linear order, ζ
(1)
X is given by
−ζ(1)X = ψ +
δρX
3(ρ¯X + P¯X)
= ψ − H¯ δρX
˙¯ρX
. (9)
The curvature perturbation ζ(1) is a sum of each component ζ
(1)
X and written as
−ζ(1) = ψ +
∑
X δρX
3
∑
X(ρ¯X + P¯X)
= −
∑
X(1 + wX)ΩXζ
(1)
X
(1 + wtot)
(10)
1In fact, differentiating ζX with respect to t, we have
˙ζX =
H¯
ρ¯X + P¯X
(
δPX −
˙¯PX
˙¯ρX
δρX
)
=
H¯
ρ¯X + P¯X
(
δPX − δPX
δρX
δρX
)
= 0, (7)
where we have used the barotropic EOS; ˙¯PX/ ˙¯ρX = δPX/δρX = ∂PX/∂ρX = wX .
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where ωtot :=
∑
X ΩXωX and ΩX := ρ¯X/ρ¯.
The adiabatic perturbation is the fluctuation of the total density δρ with δ(nX/nγ) = 0
where γ denotes the photon. In this case, one has ζX = ζ for all X and the curvature
perturbation ζ becomes constant on large scales. On the other hand, fluctuations δ(nX/nγ)
with δρ = 0 are called isocurvature perturbations. More generally, isocurvature fluctuation
between specifies of Y and Z is defined by [52]
SY Z = −3(ζY − ζZ). (11)
It is also gauge invariant and time independent. Especially, we have
SX := SXγ =
δ(nX/nγ)
(nX/nγ)
=
δnX
nX
− 3δT
T
. (12)
Then Eq. (9) can be expressed as a sum of the adiabatic and isocurvature fluctuations as
ζ
(1)
X = ζ
(1) + ζ
(1)
X,iso , ζ
(1)
X,iso :=
∑
Y (1 + wY )ΩY S
(1)
Y X
3(1 + wtot)
. (13)
Thus the isocurvature term ζ
(1)
X,iso represents a deviation of ζ
(1)
X from the adiabatic mode ζ
(1).
The primordial fluctuations are almost Gaussian but non-Gaussianity can be generated
during the evolution of the fluctuations. The non-Gaussianity parameters, fNL or gNL, are
defined by the expansion of the curvature perturbation ζ as
ζ = ζG − 3
5
fNLζ
2
G +
9
25
gNLζ
3
G +O(ζ4G). (14)
The leading term ζG is a Gaussian fluctuation.
2 In a scenario where adiabatic perturba-
tion is generated by isocurvature perturbation after the primordial inflation, significant non-
Gaussianity can be produced even if the primordial fluctuation during inflation is Gaussian.
It is because the transfer mechanism from isocurvature to adiabatic fluctuations is non-linear
as well as the evolution of axion field in a cosine potential. Consequently, ζA has contributions
from the higher order terms of the Gaussian fluctuation δA which leads to the non-Gaussianity
of ζ. See also [35, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60] and references therein for non-Gaussianity in
the curvaton scenarios and other types of non-Gaussianity.
2.2 Observational constraints
We now focus on fluctuations of the axion field A. The cold dark matter (CDM) is assumed to
be composed of axions A and other unspecified particles denoted by d. In order to compare
with the Planck 2018 observations [2], adiabatic3 and isocurvature modes, R and I, are
introduced as
R := −ζγ , I := rASAγ = 3rA(ζγ − ζA) , (15)
2 The numerical factors, −3/5 and 9/25, come from the relation between the curvature perturbation and the
gravitational potential in matter domination; Φ = −3ζ/5.
3 In general, the adiabatic mode is given by the curvature perturbation during an early radiation dominated era,
R = −ζrad, see [33]. In this paper, we assume that Ωγ ' 1 and there are no neutrino isocurvature perturbations, so
that we have ζrad ' ζγ . Also, we assume absence of baryon and dark matter isocurvature perturbations; ζd = ζγ .
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where rA is the ratio of the abundance of the axion to the total CDM today;
rA :=
ΩA
ΩCDM
∣∣∣∣
today
, ΩCDM = Ωd + ΩA. (16)
The Fourier expansion of R (and also I) is given by
R(x) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
e−ikxRk, (17)
and its power spectrum is defined as
〈RkRk′〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)(k + k′)PR(k), PRR(k) :=
k3
2pi2
PR(k). (18)
PRI(k) and PII(k) are defned in a similar manner.
Planck 2018 results [2] give the amplitude of the scalar perturbations,
As := PRR(k∗) = 2.1× 10−9, (19)
where k∗ = 0.05Mpc
−1 is the reference (pivot) scale. For the slow-roll inflation in a potential
V , the scalar perturbation is written
PRR(k) =
V
24pi2m2pl
∣∣∣∣
k=aH
(20)
in terms of the slow roll parameter  = m2Pl(V
′/V )2/2. The magnitude of non-adiabaticity is
measured by
βiso(k) =
PII
PRR + PII , cos ∆ =
PRI√PRRPII
. (21)
The observational bounds by Planck 2018 [2] are given by
βiso(k∗) < 0.038 for cos ∆ = 0 (22)
for I and R being uncorrelated, or
βiso(k∗) <
{
0.000950
0.00107
for
cos ∆ = +1
cos ∆ = −1 (23)
for fully (anti-)correlated cases. In the axion scenario we discuss below, PRR and PII has the
same origin as the axion isocurvature mode in the axion primordial fluctuation δA. Therefore,
adiabatic and axion-isocurvature fluctuations are fully anti-correlated; i.e. cos ∆ = −1.
Finally, observational bounds for the non-Gaussianity [3] are given by
f localNL = 4± 20, gNL = (−5.8± 13)× 104, (95%CL by Planck 2018), (24)
where the superscript “local” means that the three point function (bispectrum) of the Bardeen’s
gravitational potential Φ is given by the following product of two point functions P ; BlocalΦ (k1, k2, k2) =
2f localNL (PΦ(k1)PΦ(k2) + · · · ) where PΦ(k) is the power spectrum of Φ. This category of bispec-
trm usually arises in multiple field inflation models or when extra light scalar fields, different
from the inflaton field, contribute to the final curvature perturbation. See e.g. [57, 60] for
more details. Axion scenario discussed in this paper also belongs to this category.
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3 Axion-CMB Scenario
Now we consider a possibility that the primordial axion fluctuations generate the scalar
amplitude of the CMB anisotropy. It is similar to the curvaton scenario in that the CMB
anisotropy originates in fluctuations of a field other than inflaton, but a difference is that the
axion field is assumed to be stable in our scenario. Namely, we consider QCD-like axions
that do not decay until present. Thus, unlike generating the CMB anisotropy by decay of
curvaton, fluctuations in the radiation sector is induced when axion potential is generated,
since the local conservation of energy between radiation and axions converts fluctuations of
the axion to those of radiation. In the case of the QCD-axion, this conversion occurs at the
QCD phase transition.
In this section, we obtain conditions for the above scenario to be consistent with the CMB
observations: the amplitude of the scalar power spectrum, the isocurvature constraint and
the non-Gaussianity constraint. The following parameters are constrained,
∗ primordial fluctuations of axions, 〈(δAini/Aini)2〉 ∼ H2exit/(fAθini)2
∗ R = ΩA/Ωr, ratio of energy densities of axion to radiation right after the potential
generation
∗ rA = ΩA/ΩCDM|today, fraction of the present axion abundance.
Here Hexit is the background Hubble parameter of the primordial inflation when the axion
field fluctuations are generated. fA is the axion decay constant and θ¯ ∈ [−pi, pi] is the
misalignment angle. Our goal is to investigate the allowed region of these three parameters
and to construct possible particle physics models in the next section. In the investigations,
we take effects of anharmonicity in the axion potential and nonlinearity in the evolutions
of the axion field before and after the QCD transition, which are denoted by X , Y and Z,
respectively.
3.1 Isocurvature perturbations and non-Gaussianity
In this section, based on the formulas discussed in the previous section, we calculate (iso)-
curvature perturbations and its non-Gaussianity. We assume an existence of a QCD-like axion
which is massless during the primordial inflation, acquires a mass at temperature T = TA
and does not decay until present. When axion potential is generated, the increase of the
axion potential energy is compensated by decrease of the radiation energy. Thus it generates
isocurvature fluctuations. In this subsection, the energy transfer from radiation to axion is
assumed to occur instantaneously. Gradual energy transfer is discussed in Appendix B, but
the results are not so much different.
Thermal history of the universe can be divided into several different phases and we need to
impose appropriate boundary conditions at each phase boundary. See Fig.1 for a schematic
picture of the thermal history. In any case, even when the energy transfer occurs instan-
taneously, the total energy density ρ and the spacetime metric, especially, the scale factor
a = exp(N¯+ψ) must be continuous. On the other hand, each component of the energy density
ρX can be discontinuous and consequently ζX has discontinuity. The curvature perturbation
7
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Figure 1: Thermal history of (QCD) axion scenario with thermal inflation. The horizon-
tal axis represents the direction of time evolution. Here, different boundaries are labeled
by the temperatures of background radiation.
ζ = −ψ+ δρ/3(ρ+P ) is also discontinuous unless δρ = 0 since the EOS and accordingly the
pressure P is discontinuous between adjacent phases.4
• Axion perturbations and amplitude of CMB
PQ symmetry of the axion field A is assumed to be already broken before the primordial
inflation. Then axion field fluctuations δA 6= 0 are generated during the primordial inflation.
In a very high temperature universe, axion does not have potential and its energy density
is negligible. Suppose that axion potential is suddenly generated when temperature drops
down to TA. Then axion energy density increases by transferring energy from radiation. By
an appropriate gauge transformation, we can take a constant time slice on which this sudden
transition takes place. In absence of any other components to fluctuate, this is a uniform
density slice δρ = 0, and thus we have ψ = −ζinf where ζinf is the curvature perturbation
originated from inflaton’s perturbation. Before the transition, the density fluctuation is equal
to the temperature fluctuation and the slice is characterized by T = TA. In the following,
we generally call this slice “QCD slice”. After the transition, on the other hand, radiation
energy is transferred to the axion field which has inhomogeneous primordial fluctuations, and
the slice is no longer a uniform temperature slice. Indeed, from the energy conservation right
after the transition, we have δρr = −δρA 6= 0 whose sum vanishes
δρ = δρr + δρA = 0 , (25)
4 The authors in [41], based on their assumption that the total curvature perturbation ζ is continuous, concluded
that CDM’s density perturbation existing before and during a thermal inflation can originate the observed CMB
anisotropy with suppressed isocurvature perturbation.
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or equivalently, using Eq. (8),
Ωr
[
e−4(ζr−ζinf) − 1
]
+
ρA − ρ¯A
ρ¯
= 0. (26)
Solving this equation with respect to ζr, we obtain
ζr = ζinf −
1
4
ln
(
1−RρA − ρ¯A
ρ¯A
)
(27)
where
R :=
ΩA
Ωr
∣∣∣∣
right after transition
(28)
is the ratio of the energy densities of axion to radiation evaluated right after the sudden
potential generation at T = TA.
Axion energy density is given by the axion potential ρA ' VA(A¯) either for a slow-rolling
case (A¯ is the field value) or for an oscillating case (A¯ is the amplitude of the oscillation). In
our situation, we assume that ζinf is too small to explain the CMB anisotropy and focus on
the axion fluctuations as its origin. In the following we set ζinf = 0. At the linear order in
the fluctuation of δAini, ζr in Eq. (27) becomes
ζrG =
R
4
V
′
A
VA
∣∣∣∣∣
A=A¯QCD
×
(
δAQCD
δAini
)
δAini = X (θ¯QCD) Y(θ¯QCD) R
2
δAini
A¯ini
, (29)
where we rewrote the fluctuation δAQCD at TQCD in terms of the initial Gaussian fluctuation
δAini created during the primordial inflation. θ = A/fA is the dimensionless angle of the
axion field. We also defined anharmonicity factors X (θ¯QCD) and Y(θ¯QCD) by
X (θ¯QCD) := 1
2
∂ lnVA
∂ lnA
∣∣∣∣
A=A¯QCD
=
θ¯QCD sin(θ¯QCD)
2(1− cos(θ¯QCD))
=
θ¯QCD
2 tan(θ¯QCD/2)
, (30)
Y(θ¯QCD) := θ¯ini
θ¯QCD
δθQCD
δθini
, (31)
X is the anharmonicity factor associated with the anharmonicity of the potential VA(A), and
we have used the explicit sinusoidal form of the potential VA ∝ 1− cos θ in Eq. (50). In the
harmonic limit with θ  1 it goes to unity. The factor Y takes into account axion’s evolution
before the QCD slice. The overline denotes that θ is replaced by the spatially homogeneous
angle θ¯. It is almost unity for the scenarios we work on in the next section; either axion’s
evolution is almost linear or the axion field does not evolve so much before the QCD slice, see
Eq. (68). The subscript G of ζrG stands for the fact that axion’s fluctuations created during
the primordial inflation is Gaussian, and they have the almost scale invariant spectrum,
〈δAini(k)δAini(k′)〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)(k + k′)H
2
exit(k)
2k3
, Hexit(k) := H|k=aH . (32)
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Generally speaking, the above curvature perturbation ζr is not yet the final CMB fluctu-
ation we observe today because further mixings with other fields after the transition T = TA
may contribute to the curvature perturbation. If there are no such mixings and the energy
density of radiation is taken over to the current density of radiation, this gives the final CMB
fluctuations. In thermal inflation scenario discussed in next section, as well as in the standard
QCD scenario, the fluctuation Eq. (29) is almost copied to the fluctuation of radiation, i.e.
CMB anisotropy. See Appendix C for more details. Therefore, from Eq. (29), the scalar
spectrum amplitude of CMB is given by√
As = R× Hexit(k∗)
4pifAθini
X (θ¯QCD)Y(θ¯QCD) . (33)
Comparing it with the CMB observation in Eq. (19), this gives a relation between R and
Hexit(k∗)/pifA for each misalignment angle θ¯QCD.
• Non-Gaussianity
We then calculate the non-Gaussianity. With the assumption ζinf = 0 and ρA ' VA(A), the
nonlinear expression Eq. (27) is expanded with respect to δAQCD as
ζr =
R
4
V¯
′
A
V¯A
∣∣∣∣∣
QCD
δAQCD +
R
8
[
V¯
′′
A
V¯A
+R
(
V¯ ′A
V¯A
)2]
QCD
(δAQCD)
2
+
R
12
[
V¯
′′′
A
2V¯A
+
3R
2
V¯
′
AV¯
′′
A
V¯ 2A
+R2
(
V¯ ′A
V¯A
)3]
QCD
(δAQCD)
3 + · · · (34)
= ζrG +
2
R
[
V¯
′′
A V¯A
V¯
′2
A
+R
]
QCD
ζ2rG +
16
3R2
[
V¯
′′′
A V¯
2
A
2V¯
′3
A
+
3R
2
V¯
′′
A V¯A
V¯
′2
A
+R2
]
QCD
ζ3rG + · · · .
In the last line, AQCD = Aini is assumed for brevity, so that Y = 1. The anharmonicity factor
Y gives a small correction to the non-Gaussianity, which we discuss later in Eqs. (71)(72).
From this, we obtain
fNL = −
10
3R
[
V¯
′′
A V¯A
V¯
′2
A
+R
]
QCD
, (35)
gNL =
1
3
(
20
3R
)2 [ V¯ ′′′A V¯ 2A
2V¯
′3
A
+
3R
2
V¯
′′
A V¯A
V¯
′2
A
+R2
]
QCD
(36)
=
1
6
(
20
3R
)2 V¯ ′′′A V¯ 2A
V¯
′3
A
∣∣∣∣∣
QCD
+
20
3
fNL −
1
6
(
20
3
)2
.
In the case of the sinusoidal potential VA(θ) ∝ 1− cos θ, we have
fNL = −
10
3R
cos(θQCD)
(
1− cos(θQCD)
)
sin2(θQCD)
− 10
3
, (37)
gNL = −
1
6
(
20
3R
)2
tan2
(
θQCD
2
)
+
20
3
fNL −
1
6
(
20
3
)2
. (38)
10
-16<fNLlocal<24
gNL=(-5.8±6.5)×104
0 π
2
π 3π
2
2π-3
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0
1
2
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Figure 2: Allowed regions of (θQCD, R) by the non-Gaussianity constraints, Eq.(24).
The blue (orange) region represents the region allowed by fNL (gNL). θ ∼ pi/2, 3pi/2 is
necessary to obtain R ∼ O(0.01), where V ′′ vanishes.
Note that the non-Gaussianities are inversely proportional to R since the leading Gaussian
fluctuation is proportional to R (< 1) while the leading non-linear terms also proportional to
R instead of decreasing with higher orders of R.
In Fig.2, we plot the allowed region of (θQCD, R) determined by the observational con-
straints in Eq. (24). The blue (orange) region corresponds to fNL (gNL). One can see that,
as long as θQCD ∼ 0, the lower bound of R is O(0.1), but as θQCD approaches pi/2 or 3pi/2,
the bound can be reduced to O(0.01) because V ′′A vanishes at these points. It is interesting
that around these values of θQCD, gNL becomes sizable while reducing fNL.
• Isocurvature perturbations
As discussed in section 2.2, the magnitude of the isocurvature perturbation is measured
by I = rASA, where SA is given by Eq.(12). At sufficiently late time (after the QCD
transition but before the last scattering), the axion field A(t) becomes very small and we
can approximate its potential by the harmonic one 5, VA(A) = m
2
A0A
2/2, and hence, the
EOS is given by wA = 0. By denoting such time slice as late time, and choosing an uniform
temperature slice of ζr = −ψ, SA can be simply evaluated to linear order in δθ as
SA = ln
VA(A)
VA(A¯)
∣∣∣∣
late time
' 2 δθ
θ¯
∣∣∣∣
late time
, (39)
5 For example, at the last scattering time, the photon temperature is O(0.1eV) and correspondingly the axion
angle at this time slice is largely suppressed by a factor (0.1eV/Tosc)
3/2 ∼ 10−15.
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where we used the expression Eq. (8) in the first equality. In order to relate the fluctuation at
late time with the initial one of Eq. (32), we need to solve the evolution of the axion field from
the horizon exit until the late time slice. To quantify the power spectrum of the isocurvature
fluctuation, we introduce
Z(θ¯QCD) := θ¯QCD
θ¯|late time
δθ|late time
δθQCD
. (40)
The quantity Z depends on how much energy is transferred from radiation to axion at the
QCD slice and also on the anharmonicity of the potential in which the axion evolves after the
QCD slice. The former effect turns out to be subdominant since R  1. Indeed, as we will
see in next section, the conventional QCD-axion scenario with the almost harmonic potential
gives Z ' 1 + 3R/4. On the other hand, the thermal inflation model with QCD-axion gives
Z ' θ¯QCD/ sin(θ¯QCD) + O(R) > 1 since axion field rolls down in the anharmonic region of
the potential during thermal inflation, see Eq. (80).
Now the isocurvature power spectrum is given as
PII(k) =
k3
2pi2
PI(k) =
(
Y(θ¯QCD)Z(θ¯QCD) rAHexit(k)
pifAθini
)2
. (41)
Note that YZ = (θ¯ini/θ¯|late time)(δθ|late time/δθini) gives an anharmonicity factor associated
with the evolution of the axion field from the initial slice to the late time. By plugging this
into Eq. (23) and using PRR(k∗) = 2.1× 10−9, we obtain the following constraint
Y(θ¯QCD)Z(θ¯QCD) rAHexit(k∗)
pifAθini
< 1.5× 10−6 for cos ∆ = −1 . (42)
This bound gives a strong constraint on rA and Hexit(k)/fA.
3.2 Allowed parameter region
In the previous section, without specifying models, we calculated the (iso-)curvature per-
turbations and their non-Gaussianity under an assumption that primordial fluctuations of
QCD-axion like particles generate the CMB anisotropy. The results are summarized as fol-
lows:
∗ Amplitude of scalar power spectrum Eq. (33) is given by
√
As = RX (θQCD)Y(θQCD)
Hexit(k∗)
4pifAθini
= 4.6× 10−5 (43)
∗ Isocurvature constraint of Eq. (42) must be satisfied,
Y(θQCD)Z(θQCD) rAHexit(k∗)
pifAθini
< 1.5× 10−6 (44)
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Figure 3: The parameters must be on the blue line on which the correct scalar amplitude
Eq. (43) is produced. In each colored region, the maximum value of rA is indicated
which is determined by Eq. (44). Thermal inflation scenario discussed in the next section
typically lies on the orange region.
∗ Non-Gaussianity constraints of fNL and gNL in Fig.2 must be satisfied. For most values
of θ¯QCD, the ratio R must satisfy the condition, R & 0.1. If θ¯QCD is tuned around
special values, the constraint is weakened to
R & 0.01
(
around θ¯QCD = pi/2 or 3pi/2
)
. (45)
These relations (43), (44) and (45) are plotted in Fig.3. Here, we put X = Y = Z = 1 for
simplicity.
From Eq. (45) and Eq. (43), we have a condition for the Hubble parameter of the primor-
dial inflation as
X (θQCD)Y(θQCD)Hexit(k∗)
4pifAθini
< 4.6× 10−3. (46)
Further, by eliminating Hexit(k∗)/(fAθini) from Eqs. (43) and (44), we obtain an inequality
between rA and R as
rA < 8.2× 10−3 R
X (θQCD)
Z(θQCD)
. (47)
This shows that rA  1 and axions cannot dominate the dark matter in the current scenario.
If the universe is radiation dominated right after the transition, we have R ' ΩA|T=TA .
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Neglecting the anhamonicity and nonlinearity factors, rA . 8.2× 10−3ΩA|T=TA  8.2× 10−3
is obtained. As we see in next section, this rules out the standard QCD axion to explain the
CMB anisotropy.
Finally, we should emphasize that the current axion scenario can predict a large value of
|gNL| ∼ 104 when R ∼ 0.01 and θ¯QCD ' pi/2, 3pi/2. Such a parameter region is interesting
since the scenario can be testable in the future cosmological observations of gNL. As we will
see below, a thermal inflation model with the QCD axion can be in this parameter region.
4 Models
Now we investigate a few particle physics models of the axion scenario for the CMB anisotropy.
In section 4.1, we first briefly summarize why the standard QCD axion in the standard thermal
history of the universe cannot satisfy the conditions; main difficulty is to satisfy the inequality
Eq. (47) since axions cannot be sufficiently diluted after the QCD transition. Thus we need
an additional mechanism to dilute the axion abundance. For this purpose, we consider a
thermal inflation scenario in the next section 4.2. Suppose that the temperature of the
universe decreases below the QCD temperature during the thermal inflation as depicted in
Figure 1, one may suspect that axions are diluted even before TQCD and R becomes too small.
We will see, however, that since the Hubble of the thermal inflation is larger than the axion
mass, 3HTI & mA(T ), the axion field does not evolve so much before TQCD. As a result, we
can realize R ∼ 0.01 simultaneously with a small rA provided that the thermal inflation lasts
long enough below TQCD. We investigate parameter regions in which the above conditions
are satisfied and the axion field fluctuations can explain the CMB anisotropy. As a particle
physics model to realize a thermal inflation, we briefly comment on a classically conformal
B-L model with a QCD axion [61, 62, 63, 64] in the final section. A novel feature of the
model is that the universe has experienced supercooling era of the B-L and EW symmetries,
and thermal inflation occurs at around TeV scale and continues down to QCD temperature.
However, as shown in [64], this model predicts a small Higgs vacuum expectation value of
the QCD scale, 〈h〉|TQCD ∼ ΛQCD when the axion potential is generated, and the height of
the axion potential becomes too small for getting a sufficiently large value of R. Thus we
need some modifications of the original classically conformal B-L model, such as including a
Higgs-axion mixing.
4.1 No-go for the standard QCD axion
We recap the calculations in the standard QCD axion scenario to recall the difficulty of
realizing the large-scale fluctuations. Below the QCD temperature TQCD ' 150MeV, the
axion potential is given by
VA0 = m
2
A0f
2
A[1− cos(A/fA)] , (48)
mA0 =
√
mu/md
1 +mu/md
mpifpi
fA
' 6× 10−6eV × 10
12GeV
fA
(49)
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with mu/md ' 0.48, mpi ' 135MeV and fpi ' 93MeV. For T ≥ TQCD, it has a strong
temperature dependence
VA = mA(T )
2f2A[1− cos(A/fA)] where mA(T ) = mA0[TQCD/T ]4b . (50)
The exponent is given by b ' 1.02 in the case of three light quarks [65]. The axion acquires
tiny but finite potential energy once the EW symmetry is broken at T = TEW ∼ 160GeV.
In this work, we do not take into account the temperature dependence of the number of
dynamical quarks and simply assume that b is constant for TEW ≥ T ≥ TQCD.
• Estimation of R and scalar amplitude
We assume for simplicity that, the axion field value is sufficiently small and anharmonicity
of the potential can be neglected, VA ' m2AA2/2. When the condition mA ≥ 3H is satisfies,
axion field starts oscillating.6 If the oscillation occurs before TQCD, the oscillation temperature
is given by
Tosc = TQCD ×
[√
10
pi2gosc
mA0mPl
T 2QCD
] 1
4b+2
(51)
' GeV ×
(
TQCD
150MeV
)0.67(1012GeV
fA
)0.16
.
Here we used the effective number of degrees of freedom gosc = 62 at T ∼ GeV [67] and
b ' 1.02. Below Tosc, the evolution of the axion field is almost adiabatic and axion’s “number
density” is given by
n¯A = n¯A|osc × (a¯osc/a¯)3 , nA|osc =
ρ¯A
mA
∣∣∣∣
osc
. (52)
Then the temperature dependence of the energy density is evaluated as
ρ¯A = mA × n¯A =
(
TQCD
T
)4b−3(TQCD
Tosc
)4b+3
VA0(A¯osc) . (53)
On the other hand, the ratio of the energy densities at T = TQCD is given by
R =
ρ¯A
ρ¯r
∣∣∣∣
T=TQCD
=
mu/md
(1 +mu/md)2
m2pif
2
pi
T 4QCD
30
pi2gQCD
(
TQCD
Tosc
)4b+3 θ¯2osc
2
' 1.2× 10−8
(
fA
1012GeV
)1.16(150MeV
TQCD
)1.67
θ¯2osc , (54)
where we used gQCD = 69/4 as the effective number of degrees of freedom right after
the QCD phase transition to which pions also contribute. The axion angle θosc can be
6For simplicity, we neglect an evolution before the oscillation. Especially when the initial angle is in the vicinity
of the hilltop at θ = ±pi, the nonlinear evolution of the angle becomes important in evaluating not only the axion
dark matter abundance but also the isocurvature non-Gaussianity, see [66] for a semi-analytical computation.
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identified with θ = θini because the amplitude does not change during this period. The
small numerical coefficient mainly comes from the damping of the oscillation amplitude,
(θ¯QCD/θ¯osc)
2 ' (TQCD/Tosc)4b+3 ∼ 10−6. The smallness of R already rejects the scenario,
but let us go on for comparison with thermal inflation models discussed in the next sec-
tion. We plug the result into Eq. (33) together with the approximations, X = 1 (harmonic
approximation) and Y = 1.7 Then, using the observational value of the CMB anisotropy,
As ' 2.1× 10−9, we have the condition
θini ×
Hexit(k∗)
pifA
' 1.6× 104
(
1012GeV
fA
)1.16( TQCD
150MeV
)1.67
. (55)
• Isocurvature fluctuations
Now, let us evaluate the amplitude of the isocurvature fluctuation. The time slice of axion’s
potential generation is no longer a uniform temperature slice after the QCD transition. Con-
sequently, the ratio δA/A¯ evaluated on a uniform temperature slice after the transition is
different from the one evaluated on a uniform temperature slice before the transition. This
effect is taken into account by a factor Z = 1+3R/4 which is practically irrelevant due to the
smallness of R.8 Noting that R can be also rewritten in terms of the present axion abundance
rA as
R =
ρA
ργ
∣∣∣∣
today
(atoday/aQCD)
3
(TQCD/T0)
3gQCD/gγ
= rA
ΩCDM
Ωγ
∣∣∣∣
today
T0
TQCD
' 8× 10−9 × rA
(
150MeV
TQCD
)
(56)
where T0 ' 2.35 × 10−4eV is the CMB temperature, the CDM and photon energy density
fractions today are ΩCDM ' 2.65× 10−1 and Ωγ ' 5.38× 10−5, respectively. Using Eq. (54),
the ratio rA and the misalignment angle θ¯ini are related as
rA ' 1.5×
(
150MeV
TQCD
)0.67( fA
1012GeV
)1.16
θ¯2ini . (57)
7 Since we neglect the gradual energy transfer from radiation to axion, the factor Y is computed as follows.
Employing the sudden transition approximation, axion’s EOS is given by w = P/ρ = −1 before the oscillation slice.
Accordingly, axion’s field value does not evolve, and thus, θini = θosc. As discussed in Appendix B, the relation
δ(mA/3H) = 0 on the oscillation slice leads to the relation Eq.(109) between the temperature perturbations δρr and
δρA|osc. It causes perturbations of the e-folding number between the oscillation slice and the uniform temperature
slice at T = TQCD, which is given by δN |QCDosc ' −(δθosc/θ¯osc)×Rosc/(4b+ 2) where Rosc := [ρA/ρr]osc  1. Since
nA ∝ θ2 ∝ a−3 after the oscillation slice, we obtain δθQCD/θ¯QCD ' δθosc/θ¯osc − 3δN |QCDosc /2. Therefore, we have
Y ' 1 + (3Rosc/4)/(2b+ 1) ' 1.
8 To see this, as in footnote 7, one can compute the perturbations of the e-folding number between the QCD
slice and a uniform temperature slice at late time, induced by axion’s perturbations on the QCD slice. Since
[δρr + δρA]QCD = 0 and the temperature dependence of axion’s potential disappears on the QCD slice, we simply
have δN |lateQCD ' −(δθQCD/θ¯QCD) × (R/2). Then, we obtain δθlate/θ¯late ' δθQCD/θ¯QCD − 3δN |lateQCD/2, and hence,
Z ' 1 + 3R/4. Although the ratio R is much larger than Rosc in Y, it is still negligibly small in Z.
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Then the condition (44) for the isocurvature constraint becomes
θini
Hexit(k∗)
pifA
< 10−6
(
1012GeV
fA
)1.16( TQCD
150MeV
)0.67
, (58)
which conflicts with Eq. (55). In another word, the inequality Eq. (47) does not hold.
In this standard scenario, there are essentially two difficulties to realize the scenario of
QCD axion as the source of the CMB anisotropy. One difficulty is absence of sufficient dilution
after the axion potential is produced until present, necessary to suppress the large isocurvature
fluctuations. In addition, since the axion potential is generated at higher temperature than
TQCD, the amplitude of the axion oscillation damps before the efficient energy transfer between
radiation and axion at the QCD transition.9 Combined with the smallness of the axion
potential at T = Tosc, these effects result in too small R, and it is difficult to reproduce
the sufficient amount of the scalar amplitude. It also contradicts with the non-Gaussianity
constraint. In the next section, we consider thermal inflation scenario in which both of the
difficulties can be evaded.
4.2 QCD axion with thermal inflation
One of possibilities to realize the dilution of the QCD axion field is thermal inflation [40, 41, 42,
43] that lasts until below the QCD phase transition. The scalar field whose potential energy
drives this short inflation is often dubbed “flaton” and trapped at a symmetry-enhancing
point due to the thermal effect. Precise cosmological predictions are model-dependent. Our
purpose here is to give a general quantitative argument of the QCD axion scenario which
undergoes the thermal inflation. In addition to the existence of a QCD axion, we assume the
following situations:
∗ Thermal inflation starts at temperature TTI  TQCD.
∗ Thermal inflation ends at a low temperate Tend  TQCD, and then reheating occurs by
decay of flaton into the SM particles.
∗ The reheating temperature is higher than the oscillation temperature Tosc. Subse-
quently, the standard Big Bang thermal history with the axion field follows as discussed
in the previous section.
∗ Flaton sector does not have interactions with the QCD axion.
The last two are assumed for simplicity. As discussed in Appendix C, the fluctuation ζr
generated at T = TQCD during the thermal inflation is copied as it is to the CMB anisotropy
that we observe today.
The thermal inflation starts when the vacuum energy dominates. Provided that the radi-
ation is dominant before the thermal inflation, the temperature TTI at its onset is evaluated
by VTI = (gTIpi
2/30)T 4TI where gTI is the degrees of freedom at T = TTI. Once the thermal
9The effect of the gradual energy transfer before the transition turns out to be negligible, see Appendix B
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inflation starts, the radiation is quickly diluted so that the Hubble expansion rate is well
approximated by the constant
H2TI =
VTI
3m2Pl
= (1.4× 10−3eV)2
( gTI
100
)( TTI
1TeV
)4
. (59)
In the following, we treat TTI, Tend and the decay constant of axion fA as free parameters.
• Estimation of R and amplitude of CMB
If the axion potential is generated during the thermal inflation with the Hubble HTI, the axion
field does not oscillate to get diluted before the QCD transition, unlike the standard QCD
axion discussed in the previous section. In order to estimate the value of R, we first solve the
equation of motion (EOM) of the QCD axion field (−g)−1/2∂µ
{
(−g)1/2gµν∂νA
}
= ∂AVA for
T ≥ TQCD where the potential has the strong temperature dependence Eq. (50). In order to
avoid dilution of axion’s energy density, we focus on the parameter region where the axion
field obeys a slow-roll attractor equation
3αHA˙/λ+ ∂AVA = 0 (60)
with a numerical parameter α. Plugging this into axion’s EOM [68, 69, 66] and approximating
the Hubble expansion rate by the constantHTI, we get the condition for the attractor equation
to be valid;
∂2AVA
3αH2TI
=
η
α
×
(
TQCD
T
)8b
cos(θ) 1 (61)
where α = 1 + 8b/3 ' 3.7 and η is given by
η :=
1
3
(
mA0
HTI
)2
= 6.6× 10−6
(
100
gTI
)(
1012GeV
fA
)2(
1TeV
TTI
)4
. (62)
The above inequality is satisfied all the way down to T = TQCD regardless of the field value
θ = A/fA as far as the inequality η  α is satisfied. Let us define the following evolution
parameter ∆(t) by
∆(t) := HTI
∫ t
tQCD
λdt ≤ 0 (63)
in the constant HTI. Note that it takes a negative value since we are interested in the
evolution for t < tQCD; thus it is a minus e-folding number. Neglecting an effect of gradual
energy transfer from radiation to axion as in the previous section, we have T/TQCD = e
−∆
for T < TEW. Then, the attractor equation, Eq.(60), is written as
dθ
d∆
= − η
α
e8b∆ sin θ . (64)
Assuming TTI > TEW and integrating ∆ from ∆EW := lnTQCD/TEW  −1 to 0, we obtain
ln
tan (θQCD/2)
tan (θini/2)
= − η
8bα
(
1− e8b∆EW
)
' − η
8bα
, (65)
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where we have plugged θ|T=TEW = θini and used e8b∆EW  1.10 We can see that, because of
the strong temperature dependence of the potential ∝ T−8b, the integration is dominated by
the contribution around the upper limit ∆ = 0. This is also the case for TTI < TEW as far as
TTI  TQCD. Hence, we obtain
θini = 2 arctan
{
e
η
8bα tan (θQCD/2)
}
= θQCD + y sin(θQCD) +O
(
y2
)
. (66)
On the last equality, the dependence on y := η/8bα  1 is expanded. By differentiating it
with respect to θQCD, we get
δθini
δθQCD
=
1
cosh(y)− sinh(y) cos(θQCD) = 1 + y cos(θQCD) +O
(
y2
)
. (67)
Therefore, the quantity Y in Eq. (29) is computed as
Y(θ¯QCD) =
(
θ¯ini
θ¯QCD
)/ (
δθini
δθQCD
)
= 1 + y
(
sin(θ¯QCD)
θ¯QCD
− cos(θ¯QCD)
)
+O(y2) . (68)
These results show that the axion field does not evolve much until T = TQCD.
In terms of the averaged angle θQCD at the QCD scale, the ratio of the energy densities
is given by
R =
ρA
ρr
∣∣∣∣
T=TQCD
' 30
pi2gQCD
mu/md
(1 +mu/md)
2
m2pif
2
pi
T 4QCD
(1− cos(θQCD))
' 0.012×
(
150MeV
TQCD
)4
(1− cos(θQCD)). (69)
Compared to the conventional case of Eq. (54), there is no small numerical factor since
the axion field evolution is slow in the thermal inflation with a larger Hubble parameter,
3HTI > mA. Namely, due to the smallness of η, the angle θ¯ does not so much decrease before
the QCD transition. As a result, R ∼ 0.01 is naturally realizable in the thermal inflation
scenario with e.g., TTI ∼ TeV as far as θ¯QCD is around pi/2. Thus, one of the difficulties in
the standard scenario is evaded.
By substituting this R and Eqs. (30)(31)(67) into Eq. (33), the scalar spectrum amplitude
of the CMB in Eq.(33) becomes
√
As ' 0.006× sin(θ¯QCD)
(
150MeV
TQCD
)4 Hexit(k∗)
4pifA
× (1− y cos(θ¯QCD)) (70)
up to O(y2) = O((η/8bα)2) contributions. The axion scenario for the CMB fluctuation is
realized if this gives the observational value As ' 2.1 × 10−9. From the non-Gaussianity
10On the EW slice, there is a sudden energy transfer from radiation to axion field. Its effect on θ’s perturbation
is similar to the factor Z in Section 4.1, see footnote 8, but with much smaller ratio ΩA/Ωr at T = TEW and much
weaker time dependence of axion’s field value.
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constraint, θ¯QCD must be around pi/2. Thus the requirement for As gives a relation between
Hexit and fA.
• Corrections to non-Gasssianity
The nonlinear evolution before the QCD slice also affects the non-Gaussianity. Solving
Eq. (65) with respect to θQCD, one finds θQCD = θini − y sin(θini) up to O(y2) terms. With
this relation, δAQCD’s in Eq. (34) is expanded with respect to the initial Gaussian fluctuation
δAini. Then, for a small y 6= 0, the nonlinearity parameters become
fNL(θ¯QCD, y) = fNL(θ¯QCD, 0)− 5
3
F (θ¯QCD, y) , (71)
gNL(θ¯QCD, y) = gNL(θ¯QCD, 0) +
25
9
G(θ¯QCD, y)− 10
3
fNL(θ¯QCD, 0)F (θ¯QCD, y) , (72)
where fNL(θ¯QCD, 0) and gNL(θ¯QCD, 0) are given by Eq. (35) and Eq. (36) respectively, and
F (θ¯QCD, y) :=
2
fAR
V¯
V¯ ′
∣∣∣∣
QCD
(
δ2θQCD
δθ2ini
) (
δθini
δθQCD
)2
=
2y
R
(
1− cos(θ¯QCD)
)
+O(y2) , (73)
G(θ¯QCD, y) :=
8
3f2AR
2
V¯ 2
V¯ ′2
∣∣∣∣
QCD
(
δ3θQCD
δθ3ini
) (
δθini
δθQCD
)3
=
8y
3R2
tan2(θ¯QCD/2) cos(θ¯QCD) +O(y2) .
As one can easily see from these expressions, non-linear effects shift the positions of zeros
of the function fNL(θ¯QCD, y) from |θQCD| = pi/2, 3pi/2. At the leading order of y and
δθ¯QCD = θ¯QCD − pi/2, the position of its zero is given by |θ¯QCD| = pi/2 + R + y +O(y2). In
general, we denote such a vanishing point as θS . Suppose that future observations determine
the nonlinearity parameter as fNL(θ¯QCD, y) = f
obs.
NL . Then, by solving this equation, the angle
θ¯QCD is determined in terms of y and R as |θ¯QCD| ' |θ¯ini| − y ' pi/2 + y + R(1 + 3fobs.NL /10)
up to O(y2) corrections.
• Estimation of rA
Now let us evaluate the present axion abundance rA by solving the evolution of the axion field
after the QCD transition during the thermal inflation until Tend in Fig.1. The subsequent
calculation after the thermal inflation is the same as in the standard scenario without thermal
inflation: the angle at the end of the thermal inflation θend provides the “initial condition”
for the standard thermal history of the axion field after the reheating.
After temperature drops down to TQCD during the thermal inflation, the axion potential
does not increase any more, and instead of Eq. (64), the attractor EOM of axion is given by
dθ
d∆
= −η sin θ . (74)
with ∆ := HTI
∫ t
tQCD
λdt = log(T (tQCD)/T ) ≥ 0. This ∆ takes a positive value since we
are interested in t ≥ tQCD. Also note that after the QCD transition (i.e., after the axion
potential is generated), we have an inhomogeneous temperature of T (x, tQCD) 6= TQCD even
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at the QCD slice. It is because the energy transferred from radiation to the axion field
fluctuates inhomogeneously.
We integrate this attractor equation from ∆ = 0 to the “end” slice on which the temper-
ature is given by a uniform value, T = Tend. Denoting the corresponding e-folding number
by
∆end = ln
T (tQCD)
Tend
' 2.7 + log
(
T (tQCD)
150MeV
)
+ log
(
10MeV
Tend
)
, (75)
we obtain
θend = 2 arctan
[
tan(θQCD/2)e
−η∆end] . (76)
It should be noted that, unlike Eq. (66) before the QCD slice, we have the interval of the
integration ∆end in the above expression because the axion field gradually rolls down during
the thermal inflation. Thus if the e-folding number after the QCD transition becomes larger,
the axion field further rolls down toward the minimum.
Suppose that ∆end is sufficiently large so that we have a small value of θend. This condition
is required from Eq. (57) where the left-hand side identified as θ¯end and rA in the right hand
side is very small as in Eq.(47). Then, we have
θend ' 2 tan(θQCD/2)e−η∆end (77)
By differentiating it with respect to θQCD, we get
δθend
δθQCD
' θend
sin(θQCD)
− η θend δ∆end
δθQCD
(78)
Let us remember that, since the QCD/end slice is a uniform density/temperature slice and
the primordial curvature perturbation ζinf = −ψQCD is assumed to be negligible, we have
fluctuations of e-foldings δN between these slices as
δN = ∆end − ∆¯end = ψend = −ζr , (79)
where ∆¯end is obtained by replacing T (tQCD) by the uniform temperature TQCD in Eq. (75).
Since δθQCD/δθini ∼ 1, we find 11 δ∆end/δθQCD ∼
√
As/(Hexit/2pifA) ∝ R, and hence, the
second term of Eq. (78) is negligible compared to the first one.
The angle θend  1 gives the initial condition for the evolution after the thermal inflation.
The evolution of the axion field before the oscillation can be neglected as in Section 4.1. Since
the axion potential is now well approximated by a harmonic potential and the evolution
11 In this regard, the mechanism is similar to those discussed in [70, 71]. The crucial difference is that the
temperature Tend at which the thermal inflation ends is assumed to fluctuate in [70, 71] as realizations of the “end
of inflation” scenario [72]; this is not the case here. Note also that, generally speaking, QCD axion’s fluctuations
can cause those of Tend when the Higgs field, whose vacuum expectation value is responsible for axion’s potential, is
coupled with the flaton field. We simply assume such a contribution to fluctuations of e-foldings is negligibly small.
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equation of the angle is almost linear12, the ratio δθ/θ¯ does not change after the thermal
inflation. Therefore, the quantity Eq. (40) is computed as
Z(θ¯QCD) =
(
θ¯QCD
θ¯|late time
)(
δθ|late time
δθQCD
)
'
(
θQCD
θ¯end
)(
δθend
δθQCD
)
' θ¯QCD
sin(θ¯QCD)
+O(R) . (80)
In the calculation of the present axion abundance rA, the same calculation in Section 4.1 can
be applied to the thermal inflation model by replacing the initial angle θ¯ini in Eq. (57) with
θend in Eq. (77). Putting TQCD = 150MeV, we have the relation between rA and θQCD;
rA ∼
(
2 tan(θQCD/2)
0.3
)2(
fA
1012GeV
)1.16
exp
(−2η∆¯end) . (81)
From the isocurvature constraint in Eq.(44), rA must be sufficiently small. This requires that
the combination η∆¯end ' 30.2× y∆¯end must be sufficiently large.
In Fig.4, we plot the prediction of axion abundance rA as a function of two parameters
(TTI, fA). The scalar amplitude As in Eq.(70) explains the CMB anisotropy if Hexit is chosen
as (
1− y cos(θ¯QCD)
)
sin(θ¯QCD)× Hexit(k∗)
pifA
' 0.03×
(
TQCD
150MeV
)4
. (82)
On each line, the model predicts a different value of rA, which is constrained by the condition
of isocurvature fluctuations in Eq.(44). In the left (right) panel, we set the e-folding of
thermal inflation between the QCD phase transition until the end of the thermal inflation
as ∆end = 3 (10). We further set the angle θ¯QCD to take (θQCD − θS)/θS = 0.01. Then the
non-Gaussianity constraint Eq. (24) is satisfied if the parameters are in the blue region. Any
tiny value of rA can be obtained by tuning the parameters on the solid lines. This is because
y ' η/30.2 can take a larger value by choosing the parameters, as plotted by the dashed lines;
we represent the y ' η/30.2 = 0.1 (0.01) contours by dashed black (orange) lines. Thus all
of the three conditions in 3.2 can be satisfied. The difficulties of the standard QCD axion
scenario are evaded because the axion never starts to oscillate during the thermal inflation
because the condition 3HTI > mA(T ) is always satisfied in this parameter region. Thus, the
thermal inflation scenario can meet the necessary conditions discussed in Section 3 provided
the inflation lasts long enough below the QCD phase transition.
Finally we comment on the non-Gaussianity of isocurvature fluctuations. One can evaluate
isocurvature contributions to the non-Gaussianity of the gravitational potential introduced
in Appendix A by using the evolution of θ in Eq.(76) between the QCD and end slices, as
well as the one after the thermal inflation. As discussed in Appendix D (in particular in
Eqs. (141)(142)), the effect turns out to be very small since the isocurvature perturbation
is tiny compared to the adiabatic one. Thus the observational constraints for isocurvature
non-Gaussianity can be easily evaded.
12 The evolution is linear since the energy transfer between radiation and axion is negligible and the axion’s
energy density is small. See footnotes 7 and 8.
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Figure 4: The CMB amplitude As is explained if Hexit is appropriately chosen as in
Eq.(82). On each solid line, a different value of rA in Eq. (81) is predicted, which
is constrained by the isocurvature constraint of Eq.(44). Other parameters are set as
(θQCD − θS)/θS = 0.01, and ∆end = 3 (10) in the Left (Right) panel. If the parameters
are in the blue regions, the non-Gaussianity constraint Eq. (24) is satisfied. We also plot
y ' η/30.2 to see why a small value of rA in Eq. (81) is realizable. The dashed black
(orange) line corresponds to y = 0.1 (0.01). The figure shows that the three conditions
in section 3.2 can be satisfied in the thermal inflation scenario.
4.3 B-L model with QCD axion
In the final section, we briefly comment on a classically conformal B-L model [61, 62, 63, 64]
with QCD axion because it has a potential to avoid difficulties in the standard QCD. A
novel feature of the model is that, due to the assumption of the classical conformality (i.e.
absence of quadratic terms in the scalar potential), the universe has experienced an era of
supercooling for both of the B-L and the electroweak symmetries [64]: these symmetries
are not spontaneously broken until the chiral symmetry breaking 〈ψ¯ψ〉 6= 0 occurs at the
QCD temperature. Also the vacuum energy of a scalar field with a B-L charge generates
thermal inflation from TeV to QCD scales. Once 〈ψ¯ψ〉 acquires a non-zero value, a linear
term in the Higgs potential is generated through the Yukawa coupling yhψ¯ψ. Thus, the
electroweak symmetry breaking occurs at TQCD, but with a smaller vev 〈h〉 ∼ O(ΛQCD) than
the electroweak scale. As the temperature of the universe further goes down, B-L symmetry
is then spontaneously broken by a scalar mixing of the SM Higgs h and B-L scalar field φB-L,
and then the SM Higgs acquires an ordinary vev at 〈h〉 = 246 GeV. Due to the vacuum energy
V (φB-L) of the B-L scalar φB-L, thermal inflation continues until the end of the supercooling
era, which is below TQCD. Therefore, the scenario investigated in the previous section is
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naturally realized: axions are diluted in the thermal inflation to have a small value of rA.
This model provides a natural scenario for the thermal inflation below the QCD scale, and
the classically conformal B-L model with the QCD-like axion can be a good candidate for
the scenario to explain CMB anisotropy by the axion isocurvature fluctuations. But there is
one technical difficulty to obtain a large value of R since quark masses are smaller than usual
when the axion potential is generated, due to the smallness of 〈h〉 at T = TQCD, and the
axion energy density becomes smaller than the scenario in the previous section. In order to
overcome this difficulty in generating sufficient amount of fluctuations, we need to raise the
axion potential, e.g., by introducing a mixing of the SM Higgs and axions. Further studies of
modifications of the model are left for future publications.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated a possibility to explain the CMB anisotropy by the
primordial fluctuations of QCD-like axions. Such a scenario is generally characterized by
three parameters, amplitude of the axion fluctuation Hexit/fAθ¯ini, ratio of energy densities
of axion to radiation R = ΩA/Ωr when the axion potential is generated, and the fraction
of the present axion abundance rA = ΩA/ΩCDM|today. In order to be consistent with the
CMB observations, especially the non-Gaussianity and isocurvature constraints, we need
0.01 . R ≤ 1 and simultaneously a small value of rA. It is summarized in Fig. 3. To realize
these values, a certain dilution mechanism of axions after TQCD is inevitable, and a natural
possibility is the thermal inflation that lasts below the QCD scale. Specifying the thermal
inflation model by its Hubble parameter HTI (or its corresponding temperature TTI) and the
number of e-folding ∆end from TQCD to the end of the thermal inflation, we obtain the allowed
parameter region of the thermal inflation model shown in Fig.4. In this investigations, we
have taken important effects of non-Gaussianity from the axion potential itself and from the
evolutions of the axion field before and after the QCD phase transition, denoted respectively
by X ,Y and Z. In order to evade the non-Gaussianity constraint for fNL, the axion angle
at the QCD scale must be θQCD ' pi/2. It is interesting then that the non-Gaussianity gNL
becomes within reach of observations in near-future. As a concrete model of a such thermal
inflation scenario, we comment on a classically conformal B-L model. This model naturally
realizes thermal inflation at very low energy scale and can be a good candidate. However,
there is a technical difficulty to obtain sufficient amount of the CMB fluctuations. We want
to come back to this model in future investigations.
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Appendix A Curvature perturbations and CMB ob-
servables
In this appendix, we discuss how the gauge invariant curvature perturbations are related to
the CMB observables in ΛCDM model. In the following, we consider only linear perturbations
for simplicity. Assume there are two CDM components; one (d) is produced from the SM
radiation in the early universe and the other (A for axion) is essentially decoupled from the
SM in late time. After the Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis, each of these CDMs, the SM baryon
(b) and photon (γ) are described as a perturbed perfect fluid with
wγ =
1
3
, wb = wd = wA = 0 , (83)
ζ(1)r := ζ
(1)
γ = ζ
(1)
b = ζ
(1)
d , ζ
(1)
A 6= ζ(1)r . (84)
The matter dominated era starts at T = Teq ∼ eV and the last scattering surface is given at
T = Tlss ∼ 0.1eV. The dark energy fraction ΩΛ is still totally negligible and the curvature
perturbation Eq. (10) is given by
ζ(1) =
(4Ωγ + 3Ωb + 3Ωd)ζ
(1)
γ + 3ΩAζ
(1)
A
4Ωγ + 3Ωb + 3Ωd + 3ΩA
∣∣∣∣
lss
= ζ(1)γ − ζ(1)γ,iso (85)
where
ζ
(1)
γ,iso =
ΩA
3Ωm+Ωγ
∣∣∣∣
lss
SA ' ΩA3Ωm
∣∣∣∣
lss
SA =
ΩA
3Ωm
∣∣∣∣
today
SA, SA := −3(ζ(1)A − ζ(1)γ ) . (86)
Here, Ωm := Ωb + Ωd + ΩA = ΩCDM + ΩA is the total matter energy density fraction and the
ratio ΩA/Ωm can be evaluated at the present time because it does not change much through
the time evolution of the universe.13 If the integrated Sachs-Wolfe contribution is neglected,
the CMB temperature anisotropy is given by a simple analytic expression as [33, 73]
δT
T
= −ζ(1)γ − 2Φ(1)
∣∣∣∣
lss
(87)
with the gravitational potential Φ which is, in the matter dominated era, approximated as
Φ ' −3
5
ζ . (88)
Plugging this and Eq. (85) into Eq. (87), we find
δT
T
= −ζ(1)γ +
6
5
ζ(1)
∣∣∣∣
lss
=
1
5
ζ(1)γ −
6
5
ζ
(1)
γ,iso
∣∣∣∣
lss
, (89)
13 Precisely speaking, Ωγ is not negligible and its time evolution needs to be taken into account for further
systematic analysis.
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which shows that the isocurvature component affects the CMB anisotropy via the gravita-
tional potential at the last scattering. With the definition of R and I given in (15), the
observation of the two point function of the temperature perturbation gives the constrains
(19), (22) and (23).
Furthermore, the Planck experiment gives constraints on the three point function of the
gravitational potential as follows. Here, (88) is divided into to parts as Φ = Φa + Φi where
Φa :=
3
5
R , Φi := rc
5
I (90)
with rc := [ΩCDM + Ωb]today ' 0.842. In general, both can be significant in the three point
function [74, 75, 56, 76, 77]. Each component is expanded as
ΦJ = ΦJuδφ
u +
ΦJuv
2
δφuδφv + · · · (91)
with the repeated indices u, v summed over scalar (inflaton and axion) fields φu = (σ,A)
which acquire the almost scale invariant spectrum during the primordial inflation. The local
type bispectrum BIJK is defined by
〈ΦI(k1)ΦJ(k2)ΦK(k3)〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)(k1 + k2 + k3)BIJK(k1, k2, k3) , (92)
BIJK(k1, k2, k3) = 2f
I,JK
NL PΦ(k2)PΦ(k3) + 2f
J,KI
NL PΦ(k3)PΦ(k1) + 2f
K,IJ
NL PΦ(k1)PΦ(k2) , (93)
normalized in terms of the power spectrum
PΦ(k) ' 2pi
2
k3
× H
2
4pi2
(ΦauΦ
a
u) =
2pi2
k3
× 9As
25
, (94)
where the isocurvature mode is assumed to have a negligible contribution to the power spec-
trum to be consistent with the observation that βiso  1. Then, the six independent non-
linear parameters [78, 79] are given as
f I,JKNL =
ΦIuvΦ
J
uΦ
K
v
2(Φau′Φ
a
u′)
2
. (95)
When only one scalar field (axion A in our case) contributes to the large scale perturbation,
we find
fa,aaNL =
5
6
RAA
R2A
, (96)
which corresponds to the coefficient fNL of the second order term in the expansion (14).
From Table 7 in [3], we see that the constraint on this purely adiabatic component is the
most stringent and given in Eq. (24).
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Figure 5: Thermal history of standard QCD axion scenario. The horizontal axis repre-
sents the direction of time evolution.
Appendix B Gradual energy transfer taken into ac-
count
In the body of paper, it is assumed that the energy transfer between the radiation and the
axion field occurs all at once on the transition slice characterized by T = TA for brevity. Here,
let us consider a more realistic process of gradual energy transfer focusing on the standard
QCD axion scenario with TA = TQCD. We will find that the gradual energy transfer does not
change our conclusion so much.
In the following, thermal history is divided into several stages by time slices on which the
discontinuities take place. For completeness, we start from the horizon exit of the CMB scale
during the primordial inflation, stage (I). Assuming the reheating is instantaneous, we have
the radiation dominated era with (II) T > TEW, (III) TEW > T > Tosc, (IV) Tosc > T > TQCD
and (V) T < TQCD. And the four time slices connecting the stages are called, reheating (rh),
electroweak (EW), oscillation (osc) and QCD slice, respectively, see Fig.5. The total energy
density ρ and the spacetime metric, especially ψ, are continuous on each slices.
For the standard QCD axion scenario, we are particularly interested in ρr and SA =
−3(ρA − ρr) in the last stage (V). The former is nothing but −ψ on a uniform temperature
slice by definition and the latter is given as the perturbation of ρA on a uniform temperature
slice after the QCD transition, as discussed around (39).
(I) Primordial inflation
The total energy is stored in the inflaton field σ in this stage: ρ = ρσ. Inflaton’s equation of
motion is (−g)−1/2∂µ
{
(−g)1/2gµν∂νσ
}
= ∂σVσ with Vσ being inflaton’s potential. Dropping
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the second time derivative, we get the slow-roll equation in the metric (1) as
3Hσ˙/λ ' −∂σVσ (97)
where H2 ' Vσ/3m2Pl and the dot denotes t-derivative. Since the energy density and the
pressure density are given as ρσ ' (σ˙/λ)2/2+Vσ and Pσ ' (σ˙/λ)2/2−Vσ in the superhorizon
limit, the EOS is now approximated as wσ ' −1 + 2/3 where  := (mPl∂σ lnVσ)2 /2 is the
first slow-roll parameter.
On the initial “exit” slice, ψexit = 0 is assumed. Following the definition (6), we obtain
ζinf ' −ψexit −
∫ σexit
σ¯exit
dσV ′σ
2Vσ
= −sign(V ′σ)
∫ σexit
σ¯exit
dσ/mPl√
2
(98)
which conserves until the end of the inflation characterized by  = 1. Therefore, this “reheat-
ing” slice is nothing but a uniform ρσ slice on which
ψrh = −ζinf . (99)
During this stage, axion’s primordial large scale fluctuations (32) are also generated.
However, it is assumed that its potential is still absent and the field value does not evolve.
(II) T > TEW radiation domination
On the reheating slice, it is assumed that all the energy density is converted to radiation’s
energy density: ρ = ρr, and then, the curvature perturbation (98) is copied, via (99), into
the radiation:
ζr = −ψrh (100)
which is constant throughout this stage ending at T = TEW. On this “EW” slice, the
temperature is constant:
δρ|EW = δρr|EW = 0 , (101)
and hence, we have
ψEW = −ζr = ψrh . (102)
Regarding the axion field, its potential is still absent and the field value does not evolve
with time. And the perturbation δA does not depend on the choice of time slice.
(III) TEW > T > Tosc
The axion acquires the temperature dependent potential (50) which is, however, too small
to drive the field value to roll down to the minimum. We simply assume A˙ = 0, and thus,
wA = −1 in this stage. Then, ρA = VA, we have
ρ˙A = +T˙ ∂TVA = +8bτ˙VA , (103)
where τ := − lnT/Tref with an arbitrary reference temperature Tref . By the energy conser-
vation,
ρ˙r + 4λHρr = −8bτ˙VA (104)
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holds. We now solve it with respect to τ . With the local e-folding number N =
∫
dtλH, the
above equation is rewritten as
dN = dτ
[
1− 2bx0e(8b+4)τ
]
, (105)
where x := ρA/ρr ∝ e(8b+4)τ and x0 = x|τ=0. Integrating it from the EW slice to the
“oscillation” slice where mA/3H = 1, we have
Nosc −NEW =
∫ τosc
τEW
dτ
[
1− 2bx0e(8b+4)τ
]
(106)
= τosc − τEW − b/4
b+ 1/2
[xosc − xEW] .
If tiny values of x are neglected, this is nothing but T ∝ a−1 and x ∝ a8b+4.
The boundary condition on the EW slice (101) becomes, in this stage,
δρ|EW = δρr|EW + δρA|EW = 0 , (107)
which is equivalent to
δτEW =
xEW/4
1− 2bxEW
δVA0
VA0
∣∣∣∣
exit
. (108)
On the other hand, on the oscillation slice, perturbations should satisfy δ(mA/3H) = 0, which
is to say, [
δρr
ρr
+
x
1 + 2b/z
δρA
ρA
]
osc
= 0 (109)
with z := ρr/ρ = (1 + x)
−1. This is equivalent to
δτosc =
zoscxosc/4
2b+ zosc(1− 2bxosc)
δVA0
V¯A0
∣∣∣∣
exit
. (110)
By differentiating (106), we obtain “δN” as, to linear order,
ψosc − ψEW = [1− 2bxosc]× δτosc − [1− 2bxEW]× δτEW
− b/4
b+ 1/2
[xosc − xEW]× δVA0
VA0
∣∣∣∣
exit
' −b− 1/2
b+ 1/2
x¯osc
4
× 2 δA
A¯
∣∣∣∣
exit
. (111)
On the last line, terms with x¯EW  x¯osc are omitted.
(IV) Tosc > T > TQCD
In this stage, we assume the separation of two time scales; the frequency of axion’s coherent
oscillation is much larger than its changing rate. Then, the time-averaging commutes with the
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partial t-derivative acting on the potential: 〈∂tVA〉t = ∂t〈VA〉t = T˙ ∂T 〈VA〉t. It is also assumed
that VA is well approximated by a harmonic form, and then, wA = 0 and ρA = 2〈VA〉t.
Therefore, we have
ρ˙A + 3λHρA = +T˙ 〈∂TVA〉t = +4bτ˙AρA , (112)
and from the energy conservation,
ρ˙r + 4λHρr = −4bτ˙AρA . (113)
The second equation (113) is written as
dτ/dN = (1− bx)−1 . (114)
By eliminating dτ/dN from (112), we get
dN =
dx
x
(1− bx)
1 + b(4 + 3x)
, (115)
and combining this with (114),
dτ =
dx
x
1
1 + b(4 + 3x)
. (116)
These equations are integrated from the oscillation slice to the QCD slice as
NQCD −Nosc = 1
1 + 4b
[
ln
xQCD
xosc
− 4(1 + b)
3
ln
1 + b(4 + 3xQCD)
1 + b(4 + 3xosc)
]
, (117)
τQCD − τosc = 1
1 + 4b
[
ln
xQCD
xosc
− ln 1 + b(4 + 3xQCD)
1 + b(4 + 3xosc)
]
. (118)
If tiny values of x are set to zero in the second terms, one finds T ∝ a−1 and ρA ∝ a4b−3
which is consistent with (53).
On the oscillation slice, the sudden change of axion’s EOS occurs. Then, we have (110),
and equivalently,
δxosc
xosc
=
1 + xosc + 2b/zosc
xosc/4
× δτosc . (119)
On the QCD slice, the boundary condition is simply given by
δρr|QCD = 0 , (120)
therefore,
δτQCD = 0 ,
δx
x
∣∣∣∣
QCD
=
δVA0
VA0
∣∣∣∣
QCD
. (121)
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Differentiating (118) with respect to τ and x, we find
δVA0
VA0
∣∣∣∣
QCD
= {1 + b(4 + 3xQCD)}
[
δx/x
1 + b(4 + 3x)
− δτ
]
osc
' 1 + b(4 + 3R)
1 + 4b
δVA0
V¯A0
∣∣∣∣
exit
, (122)
where R := x¯QCD  1. On the second line, only the first order of δ is retained, and then,
x¯osc  R is neglected. And by differentiating (117), we obtain “δN” as, to linear order,
ψQCD − ψosc =
[
δx
x
(1− bx)
1 + b(4 + 3x)
]QCD
osc
' − bR
1 + 4b
× 2 δA
A¯
∣∣∣∣
exit
. (123)
(V) TQCD > T
Here, we do not consider the vacuum energy to be released on the QCD phase transition.
Then, only the time derivative of axion’s potential gets discontinuity. Since it is the uniform
temperature slice, we have δρr|QCD = 0 and, to linear order,
ζr = −ψQCD = −(ψQCD − ψosc)− (ψosc − ψEW)− ψEW
' ζinf + 2bR
1 + 4b
δA
A¯
∣∣∣∣
exit
. (124)
On the second line, the contribution (111) proportional to x¯osc is neglected. Comparing this
with (29) for the harmonic case Xa = 1, we find the coefficient of [δA/A¯]exit now smaller by a
factor 4b/(4b+ 1). The instantaneous energy transfer limit corresponds to b→∞, and then,
this factor goes to unity as expected.
As for axion’s fluctuation, since wA = 0 and there is no longer energy transfer in this
stage, the evolution equation is linear and δA/A conserves. Then, from (122), we find
δVA0
VA0
∣∣∣∣
late time
=
δVA0
VA0
∣∣∣∣
QCD
' 1 + b(4 + 3R)
1 + 4b
δVA0
V¯A0
∣∣∣∣
exit
. (125)
Note that the factor Xi = 1 + 3R/4 mentioned above (56) is correctly reproduced in the
instantaneous limit.
Appendix C Curvature perturbations in thermal in-
flation scenario
In this appendix, we briefly discuss how the gradual energy transfer is taken into account in
computing the curvature perturbation generated at the QCD transition during the thermal
inflation, and how it is converted to the final one of radiation we observe today. We assume
that all of the vacuum energy VTI = (gTIpi
2/30)T 4TI which drives the thermal inflation is
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suddenly converted to the energy density ρφ of a scalar field φ oscillating with its EOS
wφ = 0. And subsequently, this coherent oscillation suddenly decays to the radiation once
the Hubble expansion rate drops to satisfy 3H = Γφ with Γφ being a constant decay rate of
the scalar field: the gradual energy transfer from the oscillation to the radiation is neglected
for simplicity since it is not our main focus here.
Let us apply the analysis in Appendix B to the thermal inflation scenario where, typically,
the axion field does not oscillate around the potential minimum during the thermal inflation.
Note that the considerations in Appendix B are all valid regardless of the dominant component
(apart from z = 1 − x introduced in (109) which is now irrelevant). We can integrate the
evolution equations (103) and (104) from the EW slice to the QCD slice on which δρr|QCD = 0,
hence, Eq. (121). Then, instead of Eq. (111), we obtain, to linear order,
ζr,TI ' ψQCD − ψEW ' − b
b+ 1/2
R
4
× δVA0
V¯A0
∣∣∣∣
exit
, (126)
as the dominant contribution to the uniform temperature curvature perturbation after the
QCD transition during the thermal inflation ζr,TI. Compared with Eq. (29), this is smaller
by a factor b/(b+ 1/2) which goes to unity in the instantaneous energy transfer limit b→∞.
Since the thermal inflation ends on the uniform temperature slice characterized by T =
Tend, scale factor’s perturbation on this “end” slice is given as
ψend = −ζr,TI . (127)
From the assumption, we have
V0 = ρφ|end . (128)
Therefore, ρφ = ρ¯φ exp(−3(ζφ + ψ)) is uniform on this slice, and thus,
ζφ = −ψend (129)
to conserve until φ’s decay. On the “decay” slice, the Hubble rate is uniform. In other words,
δρ|decay = 0 . (130)
We further assume that the energy density is dominated by the coherent oscillation before
this slice. This is actually the case with the sufficiently long thermal inflation discussed in
Section 4.2. Then, we get
ψdecay ' −ζφ . (131)
After the decay slice, the radiation as the decay product is dominant component. Therefore,
ζr,decay ' −ψdecay ' ζφ = −ψend = ζr,TI , (132)
that is to say, if the thermal inflation lasts long enough, the curvature perturbation associated
with the radiation existing during the thermal inflation is copied to the one after the reheating.
Provided that the temperature of this decay product is higher than the EW one, we can
follow the discussion in Appendix B but now with ζr,decay replacing ζinf . Neglecting the tiny
value of R := x¯QCD in the standard thermal history realized after the thermal inflation, we
finally obtain the observable one as ζr ' ζr,decay ' ζr,TI.
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Appendix D Isocurvature non-Gaussianity
In order to evaluate the non-Gaussianity from the isocurvature perturbations as well as its
power spectrum, axion’s evolution equation is integrated from the QCD slice to the end
slice, resulting in Eq. (77) for a sufficiently large e-folding number ∆end. With θend 
1, the evolution after the end of the thermal inflation is almost linear, and thus, we have
[δθ/θ¯]late time ' [δθ/θ¯]end in Eq. (39) and
SA ' 2δθend
θ¯end
−
(
δθend
θ¯end
)2
+ · · · , (133)
where the second order term is also retained since, in the following, we compute the nonlinear
parameters defined by Eq. (95). Let us remember that the non-Gaussianity of the purely
adiabatic component Eq. (71) is enhanced by 1/R, as in Eq.(35). This is also the case in
other components. Here, we focus on the largest power of 1/R for each of Φa,iθ and Φ
a,i
θθ .
The isocurvature contribution to the gravitational potential defined in Eq. (90) is given
as
Φi ' Φiθδθini +
Φiθθ
2
δθ2ini +O(δθ3ini) , (134)
Φiθ =
δθQCD
δθini
Φiθ,QCD , Φ
i
θθ =
(
δθQCD
δθini
)2
Φiθθ,QCD +
δ2θQCD
δθ2ini
Φiθ,QCD ,
where
Φiθ,QCD :=
rArc
5
2
θend
δθend
δθQCD
=
rArc
5
2Z(θ¯QCD)
θ¯QCD
' rArc
5
2
sin(θ¯QCD)
,
Φiθθ,QCD :=
rArc
5
δ
δθQCD
(
2
θend
δθend
δθQCD
)
' rArc
5
−2 cos(θ¯QCD)
sin2(θ¯QCD)
.
Note that, in evaluating the approximate equalities, O(R) term are omitted. See the discus-
sion around Eq. (79). Similarly, the adiabatic contribution to the gravitational potential is
given as
Φa ' Φaθδθini +
Φaθθ
2
δθ2ini +O(δθ3ini) , (135)
Φaθ = −
3
5
δζrG
δθini
=
δθQCD
δθini
Φaθ,QCD ,
Φaθθ = 2 (Φ
a
θ)
2 fNL(θ¯QCD, y) =
(
δθQCD
δθini
)2
Φaθθ,QCD +
δ2θQCD
δθ2ini
Φaθ,QCD ,
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where
Φaθ,QCD := −
3
5
RX (θ¯QCD)
2θ¯QCD
= −3
5
R
4
sin(θ¯QCD)
1− cos(θ¯QCD)
,
Φaθθ,QCD := 2
(
Φaθ,QCD
)2
fNL(θ¯QCD, 0) ' −3R
20
cos(θ¯QCD)
1− cos(θ¯QCD)
. (136)
Comparing Eq. (134) and Eq. (135), one finds
Φiθ = −W × Φaθ , (137)
W := 4rArc
3R
Z(θ¯QCD)
X (θ¯QCD)
' 8rArc
3R
1
1 + cos(θ¯QCD)
. (138)
This factor is nothing but the ratio of Eq. (43) to Eq. (44), multiplied by the numerical factor
rc/3 ' 0.28 coming from the definition Eq. (90). On the other hand,
Φiθθ,QCD = +W × Φaθθ,QCD , (139)
up to O(rAR0) terms. Therefore, we get
Φiθθ ' +W × Φaθθ − 2W
δ2θQCD
δθ2ini
δθini
δθQCD
× Φaθ ,
' +W × Φaθθ − 2Wy sin(θ¯QCD)× Φaθ (140)
On the second line, O(y2) terms are neglected.
From the constraint Eq. (47), we have
W < 9.2× 10−3 . (141)
This means that, once the constraint on the purely adiabatic component Eq. (24) is met,
then
fa,aiNL = −Wfa,aaNL , fa,iiNL = +W2fa,aaNL (142)
turn out to be sufficiently small. Other components with Φiθθ contain terms that are not
written in terms of fa,aaNL :
f i,aaNL = +Wfa,aaNL −
yW
Φaθ
, f i,aiNL = −W2fa,aaNL +
yW2
Φaθ
, f i,iiNL =W3fa,aaNL −
yW3
Φaθ
(143)
for θ¯QCD ' pi/2, and thus, new constraints on y may in principle appear. However, for the
moment, the Planck experiment gives f i,aaNL = 96± 52 at 68%CL and the weaker ones on the
other two [3]. With Φaθ ' −3R/20 in the denominator, y < 1 turns out to be sufficient to
meet the observational constraints for the isocurvature non-Gaussianity.
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